Venezia
Motorize innovation
Personalized high-tech motors for original
motor car equipment

W

indow regulators, sunroofs,
blinds, steering wheel, robotized gears, seat adjuster… If today
you just need a touch to change the
look of the passenger compartment,
merit is due to the people “behind
the scene” setting up technologies
to automatize each single mechanism. For 25 years, Unus International has been producing motors and
ratio-motors for original equipment
in the car sector and automation
for the civil and industrial sector.
An upward process begun in 1986
and progressively consolidated in
the motor car sector. 2001 marked
a turning point towards internationalization, now a typical feature
of the business, with a production
capacity at 2 million between mo-

tors and ratio-motors and with a
consolidated turnover of around
13.5 million Euro, 90% being from
export. Figures commanding respect and achieved thanks to a policy aimed at boosting the product’s
technological content and capacity
for personalization. “The high quality standard of our products is a
cornerstone of our concept – the
general manager Massimo Melato
explains – where we devote commitment and resources through
continual research. In-house organizational efficiency assures flexibility in design and production,
with automatic but flexible production lines, designed to range from
one article to another and produce
batches in small numbers”. It is no

Massimo Melato
wonder that Unus International is
a second tier supplier to the principal motor car manufacturers, from
Audi to Volkswagen up to Porsche,
Bentley, Mercedes and Bmw.
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Innovate to simplify
Bpt Group technology simplifies life and is environment friendly

Sandro Marcorin

A

n Italian company, for half a
century designing and producing systems to cover demands
for installation electronics. Always
tending towards research on inno-
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vative technologies to improve the
quality of life, Bpt Group offers
a complete range of technically
cutting edge systems and products with synergetic interfacing
capacities. The offer is extensive
and comprises electrical automation control, video door-phone
systems, entry control, heat regulation, security (with the Brahms
trademark, covering burglar-proof,
fire fighting and video surveillance
systems), standard and Led lighting systems (through the Domino
Sistemi and Domino Led trademarks). Bpt has also invested
substantial resources in domotics
to integrate individual systems,
developing Homo Sapiens, a system with domotic terminals and
modules characterized by high

performance and efficiency standards and extremely easy to install
and use. “Research for perfection,
love for beauty and respect for the
environment are the guiding values – stresses the managing director Sandro Marcorin -, from where
our strong points are derived: from
defending the Italian qualities, by
offering authentic made in Italy
products on the global market,
beautifully finished both technically and in design, to offering innovative and personalized products
based on more specific demands.
Always keenly attentive on the ecological front, in Bpt considered a
priority, involving all stages in the
production process by adopting
sustainability and energy saving
criteria”.
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